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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 
ELECTION news: ey got their Trump Mug shot, and it might 
turn out to be the “shot” heard ‘round the world. 
e DEBATE — who did you call the winner? I say Trump won 
that debate without even bothering to show up.  
I’ll explain the Lindell plan for securing the 2024 election and you 
let me know what you think of it. 
HEALTH news: Mask mania is returning. We will hear from a 
professional medical care provider, who works in anesthesia, 
turned whistleblower, and we’ll look into a report from the CDC 
that warns the vaccinated are likely to be more susceptible to the 
new variant than the unvaccinated. 8 cases, and the CDC is ready 
to call it a GLOBAL PANDEMIC? 
Okay, my dear friends, it’s time — for your Brain Massage® 
[TRUTH] 
e Trump mug shot truly is the “mona Lisa” of mug shots — the 
most perfect mug shot in the history of the world — thank you 
CaptainDeplorable45.com.  Download my show notes for today if 1

for no other reason to follow this link to CaptainDeplorable45.com 
and watch this amazing impersonation of Trump talking about his 

 https://www.instagram.com/p/CwXlXu-K5b1/1
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mug shot! is guy deserves a conservative equivalent to the Emmy 
or an Oscar or something! What’s that? Oscars are about 
recognizing films and Emmys the actors … right! Okay — well, 
what do I know? Not much about Oscars for sure! I don’t think I’ve 
watched the Oscars or the Emmys for that 
matter, in the last twenty years. 
is Mug shot, now that should get the 
Hamden International Photography 
Award — how did they get such a perfect 
mug shot? is looks like a professional 
studio mug shot!  
Isn’t that awesome? I agree with 
CaptainDeplorable45.  
So, Trump comes back onto the Twitter 
platform aer two years absence and his first Tweet is this iconic 
mug shot that’s sure to go viral — and no mask or vaccine is going 
to protect the Deep State and their human-bobble-head-bots from 
that virus. He, Sarah, Ivermectin won’t even cure this one. 
Did you catch the motorcade arriving at Fulton County Jail to 
deliver Trump to be booked for his crimes against Hillary?  Looked 2

totally PRESIDENTIAL. Did you catch the Biden motorcade 
arriving in Maui? e crowds flipping off the fake president while 
America watches their real president booked for crimes against the 
Deep State.  3

 948.27.10-Trump’s motorcade to Fulton County https://twitter.com/DC_Draino/status/2

1695123580650995724?s=20  938.27.3-Trump Surrenders to Authorities in Atlanta 
https://www.theepochtimes.com/us/trump-surrenders-to-authorities-in-atlanta-set-to-
be-released-after-booking-5479475?
utm_source=News&src_src=News&utm_campaign=rtbreaking-2023-08-24-1&src_cmp
=rtbreaking-2023-08-24-1&utm_medium=email&est=RBn7PDK1eEvTzMFv0nSzqjUb3F
HiZeA4HIUZb85CD9fWEKiswNYVVLAKSV8v9Q%3D%3D. 

 948.11.2-Mail Online Videos_ Top News & Viral Videos, Clips & Footage _ Daily Mail 3

Online https://www.dailymail.co.uk/video/news/video-3002435/Video-Protestors-greet-
Biden-f-k-arrives-Maui.html
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Tucker said America will never be the same aer this spectacle — I 
agree, and totally get his point — but America has not been the 
same since Woodrow Wilson set us on the path toward 
Communism.  America was fundamentally changed even earlier, 4

during the Civil War and in the struggle between political parties 
that has matured into the present partisan politics that tear at the 
fabric of our country today. George Washington warned us! 
America took a decisive step toward her ruin when the attitude of 
Christians changed toward the Holy Bible. When a perfect Bible no 
longer mattered — who needs that! When dependency shied away 
from faith in the infallible Word of GOD to faith in the infallibility 
of science falsely so-called. It used to be e Bible says, now it’s 
Fauci says!  
Belief in the Bible as the infallible REVELATION of GOD to MAN 
begat the scientific revolution, gave rise to Boyle, inventor of Boyle’s 
Law concerns the physics of gas, defined elements, created chemical 
compounds — said “Understanding science was a higher 
glorification of God.” Newton (actually spent more time in 
Scripture than in his experiments, profoundly changed our 
understanding of nature, first to postulate a universal law of 
gravitation, described the laws of motion, invented calculus, built 
the first reflecting telescope, showed sunlight is made up of all the 
colors of the rainbow—all 7, by the way (the Queer flag has only 6);  
Euler, Faraday (got his box, you’ll need it!), Faraday discovered 
electromagnetic induction, and linked light and magnetism; a 
devout Christian; and Maxwell, and Mendel, Mendel got us started 
looking into genetics—a Roman Catholic Augustinian abbot, might 
explain some things regarding the direction genetic research has 
taken, hmmm!; Compton, Fisher, a Quaker named Dalton 

 948.31.1-Socialism and Democracy by Woodrow Wilson - Constituting America 4

https-//constitutingamerica.org/friday-may-31-essay-75-woodrow-wilson-socialism-
and-democracy-guest-essayist-tony-williams-program-director-of-the-washington-
jefferson-madison-institute-in-charlottesvil/
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established Dalton’s Atomic eory, and another favorite, George 
Washington Carver, a Protestant Evangelist who contributed more 
to agriculture productivity of crops than anyone else in history—I 
mean, in terms of food you would want to eat, unlike Gates. But 
don’t get too excited, Christian, ‘cause Collins and Fauci are 
dedicated Catholics, of SARS-CoV-2 scandal, ideological sons of 
Mendel?; but then there is William omson, aka, Lord Kelvin, 
who codified the first two laws of thermodynamics, found the 
absolute zero of temperature in Celsius was -273.15 C, and so 
invented the Kelvin scale as an alternative to Celsius.  
But back to TRUMP who reintroduced himself to the Twitterverse, 
now called X, for reasons Elon explained had to do with his desire 
to “embody the imperfections in us all that make us unique.” But 
the X chromosome is the one that is shared by both genders — 
male XY and female XX. e X would better represent what unites 
us as human beings—right? Anyway, Elon is telling us it has to do 
with his plans to create an “everything app.” e fact is, Elon has 
used X in other enterprises, X.com, and X Corp — in fact Elon 
used his X Corp to acquire Twitter — so it is probably not more 
complicated than that he wants to bring Twitter into the Musk 
brand! Some think it was a step toward the “dark side.” at would 
not surprise me! Nothing does these days! I do understand X is 
used in Freemasonry to indicate transformation—it supposedly 
marks the point of transition into spiritual power; thus Aleister 
Crawley chose this symbol to form his Star of Babylon—the 
Luciferian star!  (Well, I know this is somewhat extraneous but it’s 5

also part of what you have come to love about the Brain Massage®! 
So, Trump returns to Twitter with this iconic Mug shot, looking 
fierce, ready to rebuke the Deep State and so what more fitting 
place to do it than on the very platform that signaled the beginning 

 948.0.4-Illuminati Signs_ _X_- The Mark Of The Beast _ Illuminati Watcher https://5

illuminatiwatcher.com/decoding-illuminati-symbolism-mark-beast-x/
 4
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of his exile—and how fitting, if indeed the X is intended to mark 
Twitter as in service to Baphomet, fitting then that Trump would 
invade that space with visage grim, a countenance of reproof, a 
menacing look of intended judgment—judgment that, I hope, will 
turn the civil sword of Divine appointment to its intended use — to 
execute wrath upon the evil doer, and PROTECT THE 
RIGHTEOUS. 
So, how about that DEBATE — it’s amazing how good Trump is at 
calling his moves. Some thought it was a mistake for him not to 
appear on the stage with these clowns — but he wisely understood 
the importance that he maintain the distance between him and 
them that is represented in the polls. I am still convinced that for 
Trump to have joined them on the stage could have don’t nothing 
but elevate each of them, and could only diminished him. It would 
have given them the chance to shine. Besides, as I suspected, 
Trump won that debate without even showing up. 
Here is a guy named Tony who declared Trump the winner of the 
first GOP Presidential Debate.  6

He claimed over 23 Million watched the FOX debate, but FOX 
stipulated repeatedly in several sources they had only 12.8 million 
viewers, so I’ll use that number. All are agreed at least 165 million 
watched the Tucker Trump interview, which aired in the same time 
slot. 
Tony pointed out we are watching the defeat of the deep state right 
before our eyes. 
He observed that 165 million Americans tuned in to a journalist 
that is not controlled by the Deep State, interviewing a man that is 
not controlled by the Deep State, on a platform that is not 

 948.27.11-Trump Won the DEBATE https://twitter.com/TONYxTWO/status/6

1694816610014355471?s=20
 5
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controlled by the Deep State. He points out that this moment is 
nothing short of historic! I agree! 
He said, “and when people ask me, why Trump, [his answer] 
Because we wouldn’t be in this moment without him.” 
Trump’s take on the Debate was not at all kind to Pence, DeSantis,  7

If you listen you’ll notice everybody won—every candidate was 
called the winner except Christie and some other guy standing next 
to him, Oh, and DeSantis, who sort of called himself the winner — 
but I heard it called for Pence, Nikki, but most called it for 
Vivaswamy—but only Tony called it for the guy who actually won it 
— and that was TRUMP! Hands down. 165 MILLION views, and 
that’s in spite of the Google, FB, and YouTUBE algorithms. Trump’s 
campaign manager reported that the interview “garnered over 
124,400 reposts and over 439,500 likes—completely overshadowing 
all of television programming Wednesday night.”   8

Christie got booed so loudly the moderators found it hard to shush 
the crowd. DeSantis, in one moment during the Debate did exactly 
what I asked GOD to make him do — expose what a weasel 
politician he is. I’ve said it from the beginning of his announcement 
to run, DeSantis is a snake; he slithers this way and that way, 
protruding his forked tongue repeatedly to test which way he needs 
to slither next to achieve his coveted prey — power and the 
privileges that come with it. I said that’s what he has done all along 
the way, and asked GOD would reveal it, and He did! When asked 

 948.27.4-Trump Reacts to GOP Debate With Harsh Words for Some Candidates 7

https://www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_app/us/trump-reacts-to-gop-debate-with-harsh-
words-for-some-candidates-5479935?
utm_source=Goodevening&src_src=Goodevening&utm_campaign=gv-2023-08-24&src
_cmp=gv-2023-08-24&utm_medium=email&est=KsgGf01ksSbG5vjco7on%2Bu7m%2B
vUi2GxuR7QY8SeyfIo7dJ6OcpEGbz1tTkaHpw%3D%3D

 https://www.theepochtimes.com/us/trump-reacts-to-gop-debate-with-harsh-words-8

for-some-candidates-5479935?
utm_source=Goodevening&src_src=Goodevening&utm_campaign=gv-2023-08-24&src
_cmp=gv-2023-08-24&utm_medium=email&est=KsgGf01ksSbG5vjco7on%2Bu7m%2B
vUi2GxuR7QY8SeyfIo7dJ6OcpEGbz1tTkaHpw%3D%3D
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whether he would support Trump if convicted by the unjust witch 
hunt the Devil owns down in Georgia if convicted and given the 
nomination — DeSantis literally, just like a snake, looked sideways 
both ways to see how everyone else responded and raised his hand 
only when he saw the political advantage was on that side of the 
question. We sure don’t need a finger licking breeze checker — we 
need a FIGHTER! at’s TRUMP! ere are couple more things 
related to the election 2024 I want to address on the other side of 
the break. Hold on; I’ll be right back! 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 
liberty. 
A few more things about the election I need to address and we’ll 
give you an update on Health News. 
Here is a civilian patriot doing what he can: a Georgia citizen filed 
for the arrest of Fani —the DA that brought charges against Trump 9

and 18 codefendants. He alleges Fani violated her oath and is using 
her office to violate a citizen’s rights. And Jim Jordan agrees — says 
the “case against Trump is ‘Election Interference.’  10

And talk about doing what you can: Lindell has got something new 
to help us catch the election thieves in the act!  Sounds promising! 11

Mike Lindell is at the forefront of the battle to return to the people 
their natural and divine right of CONSENT — my book is coming 
soon: Elections Or Selections: e People’s Right of Consent and 
you are going to love it. I show with powerful and clear biblical 

 948.27.8-ARREST FANI.pdf https://twitter.com/simonateba/status/9

1694809294116463052?s=20

 https://twitter.com/IanJaeger29/status/1694885450610012489?s=2010

 948.27.5-Lindell's New DEVICE — WMD https://frankspeech.com/Video/national-11

news-media-challenge 
 7
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exegesis that the idea of the right of the consent of the governed is 
Biblical — in fact, I show that GOD Himself subscribes to this 
principle — and, hey, I’m not kidding. is book is going to rock 
your world! But more on that later. 
Mike has been doing God’s work in this matter since 2020, and 
frankly, I’m somewhat surprised he was not indicted except they 
probably could not connect him directly to the Georgia election. 
Anyway, he has come up with a device that captures any device 
connecting to the Internet in a room. In other words, this device, 
called a Wireless Monitoring Device, will capture the signal and IP 
address of every digital device that is connected to the Internet 
within the sphere of its range. You know that Dominion, ES&S, and 
the others, have dismissed charges their machines are being used to 
steal elections by claiming they are not connected to the Internet. 
At first the mantra was they can’t be connected to the Internet, they 
are not designed to be connected to the Internet — but when this 
was finally and fully proved false, they maneuvered to a fall back 
position and argued, while it is possible, it does not happen because 
it’s against the law.  
is is how they operate. Remember when this was going down in 
Arizona and we had such hopes. Aer a short while we could see 
what was going on and where it was going. I remember doing a set 
of shows warning that they will fight for every inch, even for inches 
that really are not essential to their protection; the reason is that it 
wears out the opposition and exposes them to disappointment, 
discouragement, and helps them confirm to those watching that, 
see, it was nothing. Of course, they are never challenged with if 
there was nothing, why did you fight so hard to keep that from us 
— but that’s because you see, they are very good at lying, they are 
devious liars, whose expertise is guided by the ultimate liar, Satan, 
the father of the lie — but our team kept on pursuing the truth — I 
said, okay, here’s the thing! ey will fight tooth and nail and then 
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yield when overwhelmed by the evidence, then drop back but there 
is one place where they will stop, dig in and die before they yield 
and it will be the routers! Remember that, the Arizona fight for our 
election integrity — I said they will die on that hill! And I called it! 
I’m telling you, when it comes to exposing these machines, the 
wicked will go nuclear to protect their secret — and the reason is 
that it goes way past anything Democrat or Republican, it goes way 
past America, even, it topples the illegal regimes in Venezuela, 
some countries in Africa, and this was honed in CA, it was 
perfected here. We’ve not had a completely honest election in CA 
for almost thirty years. It’s the hill they will die on. 
And so much of their argument depends on protecting the secret of 
Internet connection. So now we know they can be connected, we 
need next to prove they are connected during an election. 
Mike has a device that he demonstrated in his Election Crime 
Bureau forum earlier this month, you can view the whole thing on 
line at this link: https://frankspeech.com/Video/national-news-
media-challenge . I watched much of it, enough to have watched 
him demonstrate this machine, called a WMD — and whether they 
intended this to play off of the infamous weapons of mass 
destruction thing back in the days of Bush II I don’t know; but it 
refers to Wireless Monitor Device — and what it does is it captures 
every device in a room that connects to the Internet. 
And they put up a cool demonstration. A drone carrying the 
device, was flown into the large auditorium they used for the event, 
and it landed on the desk in front of Mike. He separated the device 
from the drone, and connected it to the big screen and showed that 
it captured every persons device that was connected to the Internet 
in the room, and in the entire building.  
ere was a moment when someone knowledgeable of this sort of 
technology asked a question and pointed out that some component 
in the machine was made in Russia, and Mike’s reaction, was 
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understandably annoyed — this guy gets hit with stuff like this all 
the time. But I think he had better get a better answer than 
assurances that this does not matter, what matters is the device 
captures the IP address of every device connected to the Internet. 
So, if that was a blindsided question, a plant, and it very likely was, 
I’ve watched Mike a while, he will come back and address it more 
fully or correct the problem if there is one.  
Anyway, you can’t fake the results we saw displayed because it was 
real time, and the people there in that room could see their device 
identified as connected to the Internet. He also showed how they 
can narrow down the display to show only certain connections — 
so they can filter out any connection of voters devices, and isolate 
the Dominion, or ES&S machine or other voting machine — if that 
machine connects, it is recorded by the device, and sent to 
everyone who is connected to the FrankSocial application — so I 
could be at home, and on election day, my phone would alert me, 
and I could look and see if someone connected to the voting 
machines in my city, or county. 
e reason this is huge is that these devices can be deployed at 
every precinct where these cursed machines are used, and when an 
Internet connection is detected, and can be narrowed to the specific 
machine in a specific precinct and it happens in real time. 
He also has a group called Cause of America, I think that’s it; and 
this includes something like 250,000 members who are actively 
watching the precincts and monitoring voting in their regions. 
ey report on election fraud wherever they find it and report on it 
also in real time. 
All of this comes to a database where it is stored, and all who 
subscribe, it’s free, FrankSocial can get the alerts on their device as 
it occurs. 
is allows Mike and his organization to put the election thieves on 
notice that they are being monitored. 
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is will be a much bigger headache for the foul wicked doers of 
evil in election the than 2000 mules was. 
But we need to move toward a conclusion for the show today. 
Let’s do that with some HEALTH news. Evidence is mounting that 
this latest COVID variant that is supposedly turning into a global 
pandemic is another PLANDEMIC. What is triggering the CDC to 
talk pandemic in America? 8 cases of this new variant! And I think 
all of them are among the vaccinated — certainly most of them! SO 
much so, the CDC is warning the vaccinated are more likely to get 
sick with this new variant than the unvaccinated.  Really? Yeah! 12

Really! 
Do you remember this is exactly what was explained at the very 
beginning of this. at coming out with a vaccine so early in a 
pandemic can cause this exact problem — it challenges the virus 
provoking it to replicate more aggressively and creates a situation 
where the variants find a way to fight off the vaccine attack, making 
it useless, and this even causes the virus to become stronger and 
more deadly. When otherwise, the virus would naturally back off 
because it is not served by killing its host. It’s really amazing stuff, I 
studied it early on, but I remember this was explained as a likely 
outcome if we went too quickly into vaccines before the virus began 
to back off and stabilize.  
And now it is happening just as these top tier virologists predicted, 
the ones that were shut down, whose careers were ruined, whose 
lives were destroyed. ere is PAY DAY SOMEDAY — and 
SOMEDAY IS COMING! 
Along with the warnings of another pandemic, Mask mania is 
returning.  

 948.17.5-What_ The CDC indicating that the New BA 2.86 COVID ‘Pirola’ Variant 12

‘(driven_caused by Darwinian selective pressure) May Be More Capable’ of Infecting 
Those ‘Who Have Received’ Vaccine_ We knew this.pdf https://
palexander.substack.com/p/what-the-cdc-indicating-that-the?utm_source=post-email-
title&publication_id=579356&post_id=136397944&isFreemail=true&utm_medium=email
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But this time we are getting some help from the scientific 
community — the physiological burden of prolonged PPE use on 
healthcare workers is concerning and here is a study that warns of 
the dangers.  As for all the rest of us, here is a study recently 13

released that measured the quantity of harmful volatile organic 
compounds inhaled through masks  — the masks are dangerous 14

for reasons I did not pick up on in my original research for my 
book, LET MY PEOPLE BREATHE! Unmasking the Mask 
Controversy with Science and Scripture. It’s available where ever 
books are sold, get a copy today!!!!! You must read this book! Do it 
now and start informing your friends, relatives, associates and 
neighbors now before they start hammering us with these fool 
mandates. Go here to get the book: https://booklocker.com/books/
12955.html .  
Oh man, I have got to close. Check out my livestream Saturday 
Night at ~9 pm. Go to brainmassage.net and let me know you want 
the link to join in. Or find us on Facebook, Santa Maria Lighthouse 
and my name Jerry, or Scheidbach and jump on with us — be sure 
to say hi! 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 
know if you see them.  
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. at’s 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 
email. 
You can leave a message on our Listener Response Hotline: 
805.314.2114. 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church.

 948.17.3-The Physiological Burden of Prolonged PPE Use on Healthcare Workers 13

during Long Shifts _ Blogs _ CDC https://blogs.cdc.gov/niosh-science-blog/
2020/06/10/ppe-burden/

 948.17.4-Measuring the quantity of harmful volatile organic compounds inhaled 14

through masks - PMC https://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC10112860/
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